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ABSTRACT:  
Building designers are advised to use sustainable design measures in order to make spaces com-
fortable, before applying mechanical systems. An important aspect of sustainable design is ori-
entation, specifically the rule to orient buildings to the north and south. However, in an attempt 
to employ this sustainable principle, various cultures resort to different myths as means of justi-
fication. The paper presents historical and modern views and theories on orientation of building 
forms, spatial components, and the surrounding myths worldwide. The results showed that even 
though the recommended orientation is mostly the north-south, the myths around this measure 
are sometimes rooted in the culture of places. For instance, the Chinese, many of whom practice 
the Feng Shui theory, support design recommendations that follow the flow and balance of posi-
tive (yang) and negative (yin) energies. Furthermore, room heights between 3 and 3.5 metres, 
centrally placed dining spaces and main entrance to buildings in the South are common princi-
ples worldwide. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Building form, orientation and installed sys-
tems are key issues to be considered in the sus-
tainable design of the built environment. It has 
been observed that as humans, we are losing 
control of our environment through unsustain-
able behaviour and design principles. Our an-
cestors however have adopted intelligent prin-
ciples with regard to the built environment 
(urban planning, architectural forms, spatial 
orientation of building components, etc). For 
instance, in the layout of towns and cities, a 
recommendation to design and live with the sun 
has been the main factor. Further, the ancient 

Greeks and Romans oriented their buildings to 
the south to take advantage of the winter sun. 
Their buildings also functioned well in sum-
mer, when temperatures could reach tropical 
levels, as they provided cool and comfortable 
conditions (Lechner, 2001). 

 
In China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hongkong and 
Japan (and recently in Europe and the Ameri-
cas), the practice of Feng Shui forms the core 
factor in design and decision making in various 
aspects of life. According to Too (2000), Feng 
Shui is a traditional science which was reserved 
for and practiced by the royal family (Tang 
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dynasty) in China over 3500 years ago. Global-
isation and improved technology have pro-
moted its spread. The Feng Shui theory pro-
motes life in harmony with nature. It is based 
on 5 basic elements (fire, metal, earth, wood 
and water) embodying positive energy (yang-
chi) and negative energy (yin-chi). The yang is 
related to life, activity, movement and growth, 
whereas the yin is associated with silence, qui-
etness and death. A balance between these ele-
ments (fire, metal, earth, wood and water) and 
energies (yang and yin) results in happiness, 
luck and prosperity in all areas of life. 

 
In building design, the trigram (spread out in 
Table 1) is used in the orientation of spaces. 
The trigram is a distribution of the five ele-
ments (fire, metal, earth, wood and water) to 
the various cardinal points (Too, 2000). Each of 
them has a specific meaning which could have 
a positive or a negative impact on building oc-
cupants. For instance, the north is related to 
winter (cold water) and symbolises a dangerous 
and unlucky situation. Concurrently, the south 
orientation is linked to fire (summer) and 
means increasing energy and good luck. These 
cultural beliefs (myths) are the main reasons for 
enticing people to use sustainable design princi-
ples in the placement of buildings and spaces. 
 
In Europe and North America, the recommen-
dations for people to adopt sustainable design 
principles are less mythological when com-
pared to those of the eastern cultures (China, 
Taiwan, etc). In the pattern language, Alexan-
der (1977) believes that in designing a sustain-

able settlement (house), one has to follow a 
systematic pattern which will result in an effi-
cient dwelling. The patterns are based on long 
term observations and some of them are issues 
related to common sense. For instance, Alexan-
der (1977) believes that bedrooms should be 
placed to the east so that people wake up with 
the sun and a view through available windows 
should inform occupants of the weather situa-
tion for the day. Furthermore, common areas in 
a house are to be placed centrally, thus making 
them equally accessible to everyone. Besides, 
Alexander noticed that generally, terraces and 
gardens oriented to the north are hardly used 
because of the lack of sunlight. Therefore, he 
suggests gardens and terraces to be placed to 
the south, southwest or to the west whereas 
storage areas are to be placed to the north. 

 
Other researchers have also reported on sub-
jects relating to sustainable design principles of 
orientation and its association to thermal com-
fort and energy efficiency. Wagner et al. (1980) 
suggests a southern orientation of buildings to 
save 30% energy. Salmon (1999) propagates 
equipping buildings with the necessary systems 
to maintain comfort but he does not recom-
mend a specific orientation. Lauber (2005), 
Szokolay (2004) and Ferstl (2003) recommend 
orientation of buildings to the north and south 
for a better performance.  

 
In warm and humid countries, the design advice 
has been to use elongated buildings with orien-
tation towards the north and south. The direc-
tion of spaces towards the prevailing wind is 
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Table 1: The basic meaning of cardinal points in relation to beliefs and symbols 

Orien-
tation 

South 
East 

South South 
West 

East Centre 
of earth 

West North 
East 

North North 
West 

Symbol Wood Fire Earth Wood Earth Small 
Metal 

Earth Water Big Metal 

Meaning Prosperity Increasing  
energy 
and good 
luck 

Fertility Stormy 
situations 

Harmony 
and good 
luck 

Luck for 
children 

Growth 
in  
wisdom 

Danger 
and bad 
luck 

Brightness, 
energy and 
enduring 
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also paramount (Koranteng and Mahdavi, 2011; 
Koranteng and Abaitey, 2010 and 2009; 
Lauber, 2005; Szokolay, 2004; Watson et al., 
1983; Givoni, 1981; Koenigsberger et al., 
1974). Bedrooms are to be located towards the 
east, since less thermal loads are expected dur-
ing the evening (sleeping time), whereas sani-
tary areas and stores are to be located on the 
western side to serve as a radiant barrier to 
common spaces in the centre of a building (Gut 
and Ackerknecht, 1993).  
 
The study looks at the myths and theories sur-
rounding the recommendations on orientation 
of buildings around the globe. In detail, the 
work compares the practices of some eastern 
cultures (Feng Shui in China, Taiwan and Sin-
gapore), Europe, the Americas, and design pro-
posals for tropical countries. The main objec-
tive of contrasting the principles behind the 
orientation of building forms and placement of 
spatial components is to contribute to the de-
bate on differences in design theories around 
the world. 
 
APPROACH 
The study compared historical and modern in-
terpretations on orientation of buildings and 
spatial components around the globe (cold, 
temperate and tropical climates). Specifically, 
the practice of Feng Shui in the eastern cultures 
(China, Taiwan, Singapore, etc.) was grounded 
on Too (2000), the illustrated encyclopaedia of 
Feng Shui. With regards to design recommen-
dations in Europe, the Americas and tropical 
regions (warm and humid), the scientific works 
of researchers (Koranteng and Mahdavi, 2011; 
Koranteng and Abaitey, 2010 and 2009; 
Lauber, 2005; Szokolay, 2004; Watson et al., 
1983; Givoni, 1981; Koenigsberger et al., 
1974; etc) have been the underlying principle.  
 
The pattern language of Alexander (1977) also 
formed a core of the comparative study. The 
reason for choosing the pattern language is that 
it provides analysis, synthesis, and describes 
detailed outlines of building and planning 
towns, neighbourhoods, houses, gardens, 

rooms, etc. In the notes on the synthesis of 
form, Alexander (1964) illustrates design as 
matching programme requirements with corre-
sponding diagrams, which will eventually lead 
to a positive form. 
 
While the recommendations of spaces in con-
nection to Feng Shui are mythological 
(interpretive-historical approach (Groat and 
Wang, 2002)) and rooted in the culture of the 
Chinese for the past 3500 years (now spreading 
around the globe), those in relation to the other 
parts of the world are based on scientific stud-
ies and long term observations. 
 
RESULTS 
The general aspects and the design recommen-
dations on the placement of various compo-
nents of the building have been structured and 
presented in Tables 2 and 3. The structured 
information being presented on the design rec-
ommendations however does not demonstrate 
the extent of the application of the design sug-
gestions and its influences in the various re-
gions. This was because of the fact that the 
suggestions are not rules, and for practical rea-
sons, the study was not aimed at reporting their 
application in the regions.  
 
Table 2 shows factors relating to site planning, 
building form, orientation, depth, window to 
door ratios and colours. Table 3 illustrates pa-
rameters of spaces in a building (living area, 
sleeping spaces, dining, etc). Furthermore, the 
results have been grouped under the main top-
ics of Feng Shui, pattern language and tropical 
architecture recommendations, mainly in rela-
tion to spatial orientation. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Feng Shui, which means living in harmony 
with nature, could be compared to the general 
concept of sustainability, thus not compromis-
ing on future generations with regards to the 
use of resources. The architectural principles of 
the discipline are compared with the scientific 
knowledge of other parts of the world (Europe, 
America and tropical countries). 
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Table 2: General aspects of design recommendations 

Parameter Feng shui Pattern language Tropical (warm 
and humid) 

Site  
planning 

Avoid the following: the 
creation of building plots at 
T and Y junctions, triangu-
lar plots, streets on all four 
sides of a building, a curved 
street in front of a plot, and 
a curved street or L – 
shaped street in front of a 
building plot. 

North – south plots Spread out and stag-
gered 
(Szokolay, 2004; 
Givoni, 1981; 
Koenigsberger, 1974; 
Gut and Ackerknect, 
1993) 

Building  
form 

Whole shapes (squares and 
rectangles) and those that 
increase in size in relation 
to the entrance. 
  

Rectangular (east:south = 
1:1.7 to 3.0) 
Spreading forms to take 
advantage of lighting and 
ventilation 

Rectangular (east: 
south = 1:1.3 to 2.0) 
(Koranteng and 
Abaitey, 2009 and 
2010) 

Orientation of form If waste pipe has a flow 
direction of left to right, 
then building should be 
oriented towards the main 
cardinal points. 
  
If flow direction is from 
right to left then orientation 
to the minor axes. 

South South (Lauber, 2005 
and Ferstl, 2003) 

Depth of form 3 to 6 rooms (squared 
shapes preferred) 
  

Thin (≤ 7.62 metres) Thin, ≤ 6 metres 
(linear arrangement) 
(Salmon, 1999) 

Building/room height 3 to 3.5 metres 
  

To vary (common spaces 
to be higher than private 
rooms) 

≤ 3 meters 
 (Koenigsberger, 
1974) 

Ratios 1:3 (door to window) 
  

N.A. but attention to more 
natural light 
  

50% to 80% window 
to wall ratio 
(Koenigsberger, 
1974) 

Colours Avoid the following: 
Red on west and northwest 
walls, black and blue on 
south walls, white and me-
tallic colours on east and 
southeast walls, and green 
on southwest and northwest 
walls. 
  
Promote the following: 
Green with blue, black and 
white with green, red with 
yellow and, white with blue 

N.A. Reflective (white, but 
attention to glare 
problems) (Lauber, 
2005 and Szokolay, 
2004) 

Distance between 
Building and fence 
wall 

≥ 2.5 metres As far as possible, site 
building very close to the 
north fence wall 

Generally ≥ 3 metres 
(Koenigsberger, 
1974) 

N.A. = Not Applicable 

Koranteng and Simons 
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Table 3: Design recommendations on the placement of building components 

Parameter Feng shui Pattern language Tropical (warm and 
humid) 

Main entrance South with a solid wooden 
door 

South, doors to have a glaz-
ing component 

South (Koranteng and 
Abaitey, 2009 and 2010) 

Living area South South or central Central (Salmon, 1999) 

Master bedroom Northwest (man) and south-
west (woman) 

East East* (Gut and Ackerknecht, 
1993) 

Child’s bedroom  
(eldest son) 

East East East* (Gut and Ackerknecht, 
1993) 

Child’s bedroom  
(youngest daughter) 

West East East* (Koenigsberger, 1974) 

Child’s bedroom  
(middle daughter) 

South East East* (Lauber, 2005) 

Child’s bedroom  
(middle son) 

North East East* (Salmon, 1999) 

Child’s bedroom  
(eldest daughter) 

Southeast East East*  (Szokolay, 2004) 

Child’s bedroom  
(youngest son) 

Northeast East East* (Koenigsberger, 1974) 

Dining Central position in  
house 

Central 
  

Central (Szokolay, 2004) 

Kitchen Not central and not  
northwest 

Central but worktop to face 
south 

North or detached (attention 
to prevailing wind direction) 
(Szokolay, 2004) 

Sanitary Avoid main cardinal points 
and should not be visible 
from the main entrance door 

East (to be large and sand-
wiched between master 
bedroom and other bed-
rooms) 

West (Koenigsberger, 1974 
and Lauber, 2005) 
  

Storage North North West (Salmon, 1999) 

Garage North (when free standing: 
east or southeast) 

North West (Salmon, 1999) 

Porch South 
  

Southwest North or South (shaded) 
(Lauber, 2005) 

Garden/trees Should not be near  
children’s bedrooms 
  

South East and west 
(Koranteng and Mahdavi, 
2011) 

Circulation Space to be serpentine South to west (to be tangen-
tial to common areas) 
  

Avoid corridor types (double 
banking and borrowed venti-
lation) 
(Szokolay, 2004 and 
Koenigsberger, 1974) 

Stairway Should not be straight and 
have a higher gradient 

Central and visual (flared at 
the bottom) 

Generally to the West 
(attention to building length) 
(Lauber, 2005) 

*  In hybrid constructions, place bedrooms on the first floor (construction to be with a light weight material) 

Orientation of Building forms... 
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Settlement planning is the initial step in design-
ing an efficient town or city. Feng Shui recom-
mends avoiding building plots at T and Y junc-
tions (see Table 2). Triangular plots are also to 
be avoided since they all result in bad luck for 
the building occupants. The sense in these 
guidelines could be linked to the possibility of 
defective coaches driving into houses and caus-
ing harm to the occupants. The principle 
strongly disapproves of sites facing sloping T 
and Y junctions (Too, 2000). The pattern lan-
guage, however, propagates building blocks to 
be oriented towards the north and south to 
make use of the sun (Alexander, 1977). In 
warm and humid regions, one ought to spread 
out and stagger the buildings in order to make 
good use of ventilation (Szokolay, 2004; Gut 
and Ackerknect, 1993; Givoni, 1981; Koenigs-
berger, 1974).  

 
On the appropriate building form to be em-
ployed, Feng Shui recommends the use of 
squares and rectangular shapes. Other shapes 
that increase in size in relation to the entrance 
are also suggested, since they bring luck and 
can contain fortune. Forms that spread out (L, T 
and U shaped) and those that are triangular and 
serpentine restrict the flow of positive energy. 
Moreover, spiky shapes, like triangular ones, 
have the potential to cause disputes with 
neighbours and are to be avoided (Too, 2000).  
 
Therefore, for a peaceful co-habitation, people 
are supposed to use regular shapes for their 
houses. In addition to the use of regular shapes 
alone, Alexander (1977) urges designers to 
spread out buildings to take advantage of light-
ing and ventilation. A form aspect ratio is also 
provided for rectangular shapes (east:south = 
1:1.7 to 3.0). In warm and humid regions, rec-
tangular shapes are recommended with aspect 
ratios of 1:1.3 to 2.0 (Koranteng and Abaitey, 
2009 and 2010). These form ratios are known 
to be efficient with regards to the use of energy 
and ventilation (Watson and Labs, 1983; 
Koranteng and Mahdavi, 2011). 

 
The proposal on the orientation of the building 

form is south in the pattern language and for 
tropical regions. Further, the prevailing wind 
direction is an important factor when placing 
buildings in warm and humid countries. Con-
versely, the orientation of building forms de-
pends on the flow direction of the waste pipes 
in Feng Shui (China, Singapore, Taiwan, etc.). 
If the main liquid waste flow direction of a set-
tlement is from the left to the right, then design-
ers ought to orient their buildings to the main 
cardinal points, and if the flow direction is right 
to the left, to the minor points (NE, SE, SW and 
NW). Those who follow this principle of orien-
tation are awarded with fortune, health and 
good luck. In addition, the distance of a build-
ing block to its fence wall is supposed to be 
more than 2.5 metres in Feng Shui and in tropi-
cal regions. Alexander (1977) proposes shifting 
the building block to the north wall as far as 
possible to make space for the southern and 
sunny area, since spaces on the northern sides 
are less used because of the low solar exposure. 

 
The suggestion on the depth of forms employed 
varies in Feng Shui and other parts of the 
world. Feng Shui proposes the depth of build-
ings to be 3 to 6 rooms whilst the pattern lan-
guage and tropical regions use values less than 
8 metres. The arrangement of rooms is to be 
linear in tropical countries to take advantage of 
ventilation. The advice on room height was 
however similar in all countries (3 to 3.5 me-
tres). The pattern language further recommends 
the use of varying room heights in a building. A 
building in which the ceiling heights are all the 
same is virtually incapable of making people 
comfortable (Alexander, 1977). Alexander fur-
ther relates this argument with the work of Pal-
ladio (1508 – 1580) in relation to room propor-
tions, that the height of a room should be an 
intermediate between length and breadth 
(Rybczynski, 2003). In Japanese architecture, 
room height is related to the number of tatami 
mats used for the floor (room height = 1.91 
metres + the number of mats in the room) 
(Alexander, 1977).  

 
The door to window ratio being practiced in 
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Feng Shui is 1:3 (Table 2). In warm and humid 
regions, 50% to 80% window to wall ratio is 
recommended (Koenigsberger, 1974). This is to 
aid in ventilation (Koranteng and Mahdavi, 
2011), whereas in China, too many windows 
mean that the yang (positive) energy will flee 
or cannot be contained in a space.  

 
While the use of reflective colours is promoted 
in tropical regions, Feng Shui promotes avoid-
ing the use of red colours on west and north-
western walls, black and blue on south walls, 
etc (Table 2) since those colours in combina-
tion with the orientations are associated with 
bad luck. 

 
The main entrance to a house should be placed 
towards the south and the living area is also to 
take a southern orientation or to be centrally 
placed (see Table 3). The only difference is that 
in Feng Shui, the entrance door should be solid 
(wooden) and not have a glazing component 
(bad luck when broken) whereas the pattern 
language recommends a glazing component to 
serve as a view towards incoming visitors. The 
Chinese believe that in the seventh month, an-
gry spirits come to the earth through the north 
east to cause harm and therefore, main doors or 
openings to the north (especially the north east) 
should be avoided. Cold winds from Mongolia 
also come from the north and consequently, 
openings to the north ought to be minimum 
(Too, 2000). This practice is seen in cold coun-
tries of Europe and America where the northern 
facades of buildings have only minor openings 
to aid in heat retention.  

 
The pattern language and tropical climates have 
an eastern orientation for bedrooms (Alexander, 
1977; Gut and Ackerknecht, 1993). The reasons 
are that building occupants should be able to 
wake up with the sun and get a feeling of the 
prevailing weather situation for the day. In 
tropical countries, spaces with an eastern orien-
tation receive less radiation after midday and 
therefore bedrooms should be placed eastwards.  
 
The solar radiation received during the morn-

ings would have been transferred to other 
spaces by bedtime. The use of light weight con-
structions is also advised, especially in hybrid 
constructions. In Feng Shui, the recommenda-
tions are different for all bedrooms for children 
(6 in number, see Table 2). By following these 
placement principles, children will grow up 
healthily, be successful at school and be fortu-
nate in life. While trees are not supposed to be 
near children’s bedrooms, since they would 
block the positive energy, in tropical countries, 
trees serve as shades and are even supposed to 
be planted around buildings (Koranteng and 
Mahdavi, 2011).  

 
The dining area is recommended to be centrally 
placed in all three regions. However, different 
opinions are given on the placement of the 
kitchen. In Feng Shui, the kitchen should not be 
placed centrally and not to the northwest. Alex-
ander (1977) proposes a centrally located 
kitchen, but the worktops are to face south 
(natural light). In warm and humid countries, 
kitchens are advised to be detached, because of 
the humidity produced by the activities in such 
spaces. Already the humidity levels are high 
(most time of the year) and this is known to be 
a major factor in thermal comfort (Szokolay, 
2004).  

 
Storage and garage spaces are to be placed to 
the north (except in tropical regions) because 
the north is usually cool/cold and common 
spaces located to the north are less used. By 
placing these spaces to the west or east, one 
could use them as a buffer against solar radia-
tion in tropical countries. Sanitary spaces 
should not be oriented towards the main cardi-
nal points in Feng Shui, since they are associ-
ated with bad luck, whereas in the pattern lan-
guage, bathrooms should be designed to serve 
as a place for comfort. Alexander (1977) 
quoted Rudofsky (1965) who did a lot of scien-
tific work in many countries as saying “the 
motions we call bathing are mere ablutions 
which formerly preceded the bath. The place 
where they are performed, though adequate for 
the routine, does not deserve to be called a 
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bathroom.”  Alexander (1977) is of the opinion 
that a bath is far more than a basic activity, for 
it has therapeutic and pleasurable aspects. 
Therefore, bathrooms should be designed to be 
generous in space, full of light and views. This 
is contrary to the Chinese perception and prac-
tice in Feng Shui (Too, 2000).  

 
Staircases, circulation spaces and porches re-
ceived different orientations in all regions 
(Table 3). While in Feng Shui, circulation 
spaces are to be serpentine to allow the positive 
energy to flow gradually, the pattern language 
advocates a sunny orientation (south, southwest 
or west) and further states that those spaces are 
to be placed tangentially to common areas, so 
that people passing by could have a view of 
activities going on in the space and partake. In 
tropical regions, centrally placed circulation 
spaces may lead to dark corridors and hinder 
the flow of ventilation into rear spaces 
(borrowed ventilation). 
 
CONCLUSION 
The worldwide comparative study on the orien-
tation of buildings and spaces showed common 
traits and divergent views between countries 
where Feng Shui is mainly practiced (China, 
Taiwan, Singapore, etc.), the pattern language 
which reflects architectural practice in Europe 
and North America, and warm and humid coun-
tries. Common traits recommended in all three 
regions were the centrally placed dining and the 
southwards facing main entrance. In cold coun-
tries, the north sides of buildings are colder in 
winter and therefore supporting spaces (stairs, 
storage, etc) are placed to the north to serve as 
a barrier. The northern spaces are also charac-
terised by smaller openings in order not to lose 
heat. While the recommendations are clear, 
understandable and sometimes supported with 
scientific studies or long term observations, the 
Chinese who mainly practice Feng Shui (living 
in harmony with nature) resort to all kinds of 
myths to ensure the practice of sustainable prin-
ciples in architecture. The placement and orien-
tation of spaces in tropical regions were rather 
based on climatic conditions. 
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